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Professional Crystal Reports for Visual Studio .NET, 2nd EditionWrox Press, 2004
The addition of Crystal Reports 9.0 to Visual Studio .NET 2003 offers developers a reporting tool that allows you to turn almost any data into interactive, dynamic content through portals, wireless devices, and Microsoft Office documents. This code-intensive guide takes you step by step through developing reports and incorporating them into...

		

Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Unleashed is a deep dive into the Visual Studio 2005 tool. Specifically, it will provide you with solid guidance and education that will allow you to squeeze the ultimate productivity and use out of the Visual Studio 2005 development environment. This...


		

The New Communications Technologies, Fifth Edition: Applications, Policy, and ImpactFocal Press, 2004
"Although the book is directed toward technology courses...it makes for interesting, thought-provoking reading." - Monitoring Times     

   As new communications applications are developed and brought to market, it is vital for communications professionals to keep abreast of these issues.  Since the...





		

Little Green Data Book 2004World Bank Publications, 2004
In its 3rd annual edition, The Little Green Data Book 2004 is a pocket-sized ready reference on key environmental data for over 200 countries. Key indicators are organized under the headings of agriculture, forestry, biodiversity, energy, emission and pollution, and water and sanitation.
Profiles of each country include 48 key development...


		

ASP Made Simple (Made Simple Programming)Made Simple, 2003
ASP Made Simple provides a brief introduction to ASP for the person who favours self teaching and/or does not have expensive computing facilities to learn on. The book will demonstrate how the principles of ASP can be learned with an ordinary PC running Personal Web Server, MS Access and a general text editor like Notepad.
After working through...


		

Filmmaking For Dummies (Career/Education)For Dummies, 2008
"I found Filmmaking For Dummies a thorough and informative read: a complete A to Z that demystifies not only production, but pre- and post- production as well. Stoller paints a picture of filmmaking so basic that you'd have to be not just a dummy but completely braindead if you're unable to make your own movie after closing the...





		

Professional JavaScript for Web Developers (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
This eagerly anticipated update to the breakout book on JavaScript offers you an in-depth look at the numerous advances to the techniques and technology of the JavaScript language. You'll see why JavaScript's popularity continues to grow while you delve through topics such as debugging tools in Microsoft Visual Studio, FireBug, and Drosera;...

		

Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise GuideCambridge University Press, 2009

	The present book, Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise Guide, provides readers with an overview of Enterprise Guide, the newest point-and-click interface from SAS. SAS Enterprise Guide is a graphical user (point-and-click) interface to the main SAS application, having relatively recently replaced the Analyst interface, which itself had replaced...


		

Operating System Concepts with JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009


	Operating systems are an essential part of any computer system. Similarly,

	a course on operating systems is an essential part of any computer-science

	education. This field is undergoing rapid change, as computers are now

	prevalent in virtually every application, from games for children through the

	most sophisticated planning...





		

The Socioecological Educator: A 21st Century Renewal of Physical, Health,Environment and Outdoor EducationSpringer, 2013

	This volume offers an alternative vision for education and has been written for those who are passionate about teaching and learning, in schools, universities and in the community, and providing  people with the values, knowledge and skills needed to face complex social and environmental challenges. Working across boundaries the...


		

Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2002
How can ERP be used to improve the overall organizational operating efficiency and effectiveness? How is ERP going to evolve in the future and what are the implications for Electronic commerce? The overall objective of Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and Challenges is to provide students, academicians and practitioners interested...

		

Professional Team Foundation ServerWrox Press, 2006
This book is for project managers, IT administrators, and anyone whose role consists of administering Team Foundation Server on a daily basis, running a software project, setting up users, or handling security.    

    Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of...
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